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This document has been prepared by the Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery.
Copyright
This publication is copyright. Apart from any use permitted under the Copyright Act 1968, no part may be
reproduced by any process without prior permission of the Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery. Requests and
enquiries concerning reproduction and rights should be directed to the Director, PO Box 481, Port Pirie, SA 5540
or by email info@pprag.org
Disclaimer
The Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery, their employees and their servants do not warrant or make any
representation regarding the use or results of use of the information contained herein as to its correctness,
accuracy, currency or otherwise. The Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery, their employees and their servants
expressly disclaim all liability or responsibility to any person using the information or advice contained herein.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

Vision
Bringing art to the people and people to the arts.

Mission
To deliver opportunities for the people of the Southern Flinders region to value
and understand the importance of art and culture in our community.

Goals
1.

Port Pirie, the Mid North and the Southern Flinders region has a diverse
range of quality exhibitions and educational opportunities.

2.

Our community is engaged and has opportunities for involvement in the
Gallery.

3.

Our partners and sponsors ensure the operation of the Gallery into the
future.

4.

Technology enhances the operation and promotion of the Gallery and its
services.

5.

Support Professional development.

6.

Exercise good corporate governance.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

Board of Management
Current

Resigned/Retired

CHAIRPERSON
Ellie Green
(Community & Arts)
Elected 18/12/2015

Mike Basley
(Legal & Finance)
Resigned 8/12/2015

DEPUTY CHAIR
Sandra Gurr
(Art & Volunteers)
Elected 8/12/2015
SECRETARY
Pauline Place
(Community)
Elected January 2016

Sue Chivell
(Community)
Retired @ AGM
Veronica Travers
(Education & Youth)
Resigned 8/12/2015

TREASURER
Annette Rimmer
(Finance)
Resigned February 2016
BOARD MEMBERS
Dianne Patterson
Rubina Miller
Judith O’Shaughnessy
Sandra Gurr
Jodie Trimble
GALLERY STAFF
Director :
Jenni Frost
Administration :
Debbie Gray

Carol Wood
Ruby Miller
Catherine Couzner
Sandra Gurr
Pauline Place
Lorraine Chapman

Lynne Walden (Resigned)

VOLUNTEERS
Svetlana Clarke
Ellie Green
Lynne Walden
Annette Rimmer
Neil Hann
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

Chairperson’s Report
‘

‘With Port Pirie about to embrace major transformations with not
only the Smelter but also in the visual upgrade of the City, it is
an opportunity for the Gallery to look outside the square to
compliment this resurgence and encourage community
awareness in the arts.’
Ellie Green

The past six months since assuming the role of Chair of the Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery
has been an enlightening experience to say the least, following the resignation of Mike
Basley as Chair in December 2015.
2015-2016 has been a difficult year for the Gallery, a year that has seen funding cuts to
visual arts by the Federal and State Governments, which ultimately resulted in regional
galleries taking a hard knock across our State. Yes, we had been warned by Country Arts
SA, one of the Gallery’s major sponsors, that funding to our Gallery would not be ongoing
from 2015, however it has also meant that the pool of grant monies available to regional
galleries has also been drastically depleted. In essence, this is greatly impacting on, in our
case, providing opportunities for the people of the Southern Flinders region to value and
understand the importance of art and culture in our community. What is generally
overlooked is that art, in its many forms and guises, is vital to the wellbeing of every
community and we must not lose this.
Fortunately for our Gallery, in the short term, Country Arts SA extended its funding, although
at a reduced amount, for a further year to June 2017, and with the strong support of local
Member for Frome, the Hon Geoff Brock, Arts SA contributed with a once off grant of
$25,000. The Gallery gratefully thanks both organisations for their support. It is hoped that
Minister Brock will continue to engage with the ‘powers that be’ to ensure that the arts are
not further disadvantaged.
The strong partnership with the Port Pirie Regional Council continues and the Gallery looks
forward to meaningful discussions with Council to forge an even stronger partnership in
future years.
With Port Pirie about to embrace major transformations with not only the Smelter but also in
the visual upgrade of the City, it is an opportunity for the Gallery to look outside the square to
compliment this resurgence and encourage community awareness in the arts.
This years Exhibition Program highlighted our talented local and regional artists, and also
featured the second year of the hugely popular Nyrstar story. A total of 16,076 visitors took
the time to view our exhibits which exceeded last years visitor total by more than 1,000. The
Nyrstar ‘Causes, Clubs and Concentrates’ Exhibition alone attracted 3,687 visitors. The
emphasis on history has not gone unnoticed, nor is the need to continue to champion local
content.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

Chairperson’s Report (Cont’d)
I would like to take this opportunity of thanking our Director Jenni Frost for her dedication
and professionalism, particularly for her patience in dealing with a Board that has seen a
number of changes throughout the year.
Due to varying personal reasons, a number of resignations and retirements occurred within
the Board this year and I extend my appreciation and thanks to Mike Basley, Sue Chivell,
Veronica Travers and Annette Rimmer for volunteering their time and expertise to the Board.
And it would be very remiss of me not to thank my fellow Board Members for their
dedication, enthusiasm and support – Pauline Place, Sandra Gurr, Dianne Patterson, Ruby
Miller, Judy O’Shaughnessy and Jodie Trimble.
During the year we also farewelled Administration Officer Lynne Walden, who resigned to
take up a permanent position with the Port Pirie Regional Council. Lynne’s financial
expertise still assists in the background, for which we are truly grateful. Fortunately Debbie
Gray stepped into Lynne’s shoes, assisting Jenni in the day to day Gallery functions.
To enable the Gallery to be accessible to the public on a day to day basis, volunteers play a
vital role in connecting with our visitors, and I thank all volunteers for their continued
commitment, support and dedication in ‘manning’ the desk’ and also assistance to the
Director with exhibition installations and events.
It goes without saying that sponsorship plays a significant part of the Gallery’s operations. I
would like to extend the Gallery’s appreciation during the past year to our funding partners,
the Port Pirie Regional Council, Country Arts SA and Arts SA. To our major sponsor
(Platinum) Nyrstar, Port Pirie Smelter and in-kind sponsorship from Southern Cross
Television, the Pisani Group, Automatic Print, Jan Pana Graphic Design, The Picture
Framers, Belalie Wines.
I am confident the Gallery will live up to its Vision of ‘bringing art to the people and people to
the arts’.

Ellie Green
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

Director’s Report
‘The Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery has once again provided an
outstanding program of exhibitions and events to hopefully
enrich the lives of art lovers, our many visitors, members and
volunteers and engage the communities of Port Pirie and the
region.’
Jenni Frost
In July the Collected Works of the Belalie Arts Society was on show for the first time
outside of Jamestown and represents art work that has been acquired since 1988. This
small, predominately farming and sporting community has managed to maintain an important
collection of art work by South Australian artists of some distinction, managed entirely by
volunteers who are dedicated to bringing arts and culture to their community. It was a
privilege to show this work in Port Pirie and a credit to the Belalie Arts Society.
Local and regional artists were a major part of our exhibition program.
Port Pirie artist Cedric Varcoe presented ‘Men of the Narungga and Ngarrindjeri – Stories
Told Through the Brush’, his first solo exhibition in the Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery. What
a celebration! This exciting new work by Cedric was the culmination of hard work and
dedication to his art. He deserves his achievements!
Alongside this exhibition, the work of the local Aboriginal community was displayed in
‘Tarpari’. This was the second Tarpari exhibition and I will be building on the success of this
collaboration with the Tarpari Wellbeing Centre, Aboriginal Health and of course the artists
and look forward to holding ‘Tarpari’ every two years. ‘Tarpari’ is going from strength to
strength as an important and valued part of the Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery program and
a major event on the calendar.
Also creating opportunities for regional artists, I invited Port Lincoln sisters Janet Raleigh
and Susanne Wegener to exhibit in the gallery. Their exhibition ‘Healing, Hearts and Minds’
addressed the issues of mental health and recovery through art and art practice and the ‘art
of making’. The ‘trashformations’ made by Janet created intrigue and lively discussion about
meaning, process and ‘recycling’ and Sue’s digital panels created a dramatic visual
message of hope and inspiration. This was a story very much worth telling and sharing with
insightful workshops for young adults a highlight.
Local and regional artists, landscapes, sculpture, portraits, painting, drawing, digital art,
multimedia, textiles, printmaking and photography! When planning an exhibition program I
endeavour to create diversity and interest to attract artists and visitors to the Gallery.
Exhibitions ‘Group Exchange: 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial’ and ‘New Journey’s’ by
Damien Shen certainly did this. Touring from the Tamworth Regional Gallery ‘Group
Exchange’ really pushed the boundaries of textiles in art and Damien Shen’s exhibition
expressed his multi-cultural heritage, Aboriginal and Chinese, from an alternative,
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

Director’s Report (Cont’d)
contemporary perspective while exploring new applications and techniques with charcoal,
brush and pen.
During this year there were a few changes in staff and Board members.
It is with sadness that I farewelled Administration Officer Lynne Walden. Lynne made an
invaluable and highly qualified contribution to the management of the art gallery. Her
expertise in all things financial, in governance, policy and office administration was
exceptional.
I welcomed Debbie Gray into the Administration position and I appreciate the extra volunteer
support Lynne gives behind the scenes for the smooth operation of gallery business.
There were a few Board member resignations one of which was Chair Mike Basley. Mike’s
contribution to the management of the Board was greatly appreciated and his regular visits
to the office created some lively conversations! I respected his advice and support and
genuine interest and concern in all gallery activities. I would also like to thank Annette
Rimmer for taking on the role as Treasurer in challenging times.
Thank you to all members of the Board; I could not have achieved what I have during the
past year without your commitment and ongoing support for the Gallery. I would also like to
thank our partners and sponsors, our members and volunteers.
With exhibitions, workshops, opening events, afternoon teas and entertainment (if you didn’t
catch ‘Lord of the Strings’ you missed a lively performance by guitarist Matthew Fagan) it
has been a remarkable year.

Jenni Frost
Gallery Director
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

Strategic Goals and Objectives:
GOAL ONE
Port Pirie, Mid North and the Southern Flinders region has a diverse range of quality
exhibitions and educational opportunities.

Objectives

Key Strategies

Provide the community with
experience in a variety of art
forms

Deliver quality touring exhibitions of regional, state and
national interest
Conduct art competitions

Actively promote the Gallery’s
program and services to
improve awareness of its role
and value

Maintain a targeted use of the in kind television
sponsorship
Ensure media outlets are kept up to date with latest news
and events from the gallery
Distribute information about the Gallery’s exhibitions and
activities using a variety of methods and maintain an
informative web site
Ensure wide distribution of the Gallery exhibition program

Grow visitor numbers
“Capture” visitors to the arts precinct

Maintain Class A Gallery

The Gallery is maintained as best practice
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL ONE OUTCOMES
Provide the community with experience in a variety of art forms
The Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery has offered to the community a diverse program of
quality exhibitions of local, State and National interest, providing opportunities for visitors to
experience artwork in a variety of mediums. We acknowledge the contribution that the arts
provide for the health, wellbeing and identity of the community and that access to the arts
engage, enhance and broaden the visual arts perspective.
In the period July 2015 to June 2016, the Gallery hosted eleven exhibitions showcasing
sculpture, textiles, painting, collage, printmaking, assemblage and multi media art. Six of the
exhibitions included activities targeted to community groups and school art students with
workshops and artist talks for wider community participation.

Regional exhibitions
The exhibition program saw collaboration and support from community groups, including the
Port Pirie Embroiderers Guild and Nyrstar, the Port Pirie Smelter. We drew inspiration
from smaller communities in our region with an opportunity to exhibit artwork from the
Collection of the Belalie Arts Society of Jamestown and another creative community art
group from Gladstone and surrounding towns, the Rocky River ‘Riters and Fibrespace
intrigued visitors with a unique collaboration of artworks interpreted from the written word.
Local and regional artists were a focus: emerging Port Pirie artist Cedric Varcoe held his
first solo exhibition alongside other local Indigenous artists in the Tarpari exhibition and Port
Lincoln artists Janet Raleigh and Susanne Wegener exhibited the inspirational ‘Healing
Hearts and Minds’.
The Embroiderers Guild of Port Pirie hosted the ever popular ‘Gentle Arts’ exhibition and
once again talent was showcased with our own annual ‘The Members’ exhibition.
Local history was celebrated with another exhibition supported by Nyrstar, the Port Pirie
Smelter: ‘Causes, Clubs and Concentrates, Port Pirie, its industry and forging of its future’.
Three individual artists allowed viewers to experience different mediums and applications –
father and son artists John and Pirie Martin with oils and printmaking and Damien Shen
documented stories and characters from his family with drawing.

Touring exhibitions
Touring exhibitions are included in the program to give access to exhibitions from major
cultural institutions. These exhibitions are accompanied by comprehensive education packs,
catalogues, curatorial rationale and opportunities for artist talks.
There was only one touring exhibition, Group Exchange: 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial in
this reporting period. From the Tamworth Regional Gallery this exhibition enhanced and
educated our audience to understand and better appreciate unconventional artistic
disciplines and interpretations using textiles.
For exhibition details please refer to Exhibitions Program.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL ONE OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Actively promote the gallery’s program and services to improve awareness of its role
and value


Southern Cross Television – TV ads for five exhibitions:
•

‘New Journeys’ Damien Shen

•

‘Healing Hearts and Minds’, Susanne Wegener and Janet Raleigh,

•

‘Men of the Narungga and Ngarrindjeri – stories told through the brush’,
Cedric Varcoe

•

‘Tarpari’, our local indigenous artists

•

‘Causes, Clubs and Concentrates – Port Pirie, its industry and the forging of
its future



Invitations to openings and events



Print brochures, posters and flyers in cafes and local businesses



Media releases, radio, print and TV



Regular interviews and support ABC Local 639 North and West



Outside broadcast from the gallery ABC Local 639 North and West Morning program



Regular interviews and support ‘The Port Pirie Recorder’



Interviews and support ‘Southern Cross GTS BKN Television’



Billboards at three sites around the town



Maintain our presence with an up to date social media profile and website

Grow Visitor numbers
The Gallery program is distributed widely through a printed program, direct mail and email,
through our member network, through the Regional Galleries Association of SA network, our
online and social media presence and the distribution of regular newsletters. We are located
in the lively and busy Cultural Precinct which includes the Tourism Information Centre,
Regional Library and Bus Terminal enhancing our visual presence to visitors and locals.
The number of visitors to the Gallery was 16,076 more than the previous year of 14,975.
Exhibitions of local and topical interest such as ‘Causes, Clubs and Concentrates’, ‘Tarpari’
and ‘Men of the Narrunga and Ngarrindjeri’ attracted the most local visitors while the depth
and brilliance of the 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial also attracted high visitor numbers as did
the powerful ‘Healing Hearts and Minds exhibition over the Christmas break.
With regular updates of our online presence the Website page views and Likes on our
Facebook page continue to increase in number.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL ONE OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Visitors by Exhibition in the reporting period
Belalie Art Society
2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial

904
1,650

Gentle Arts/PPRAG Members

968

New Journeys

990

Healing Hearts & Minds

1036

Time After Time

544

Relative Viewpoints

694

Cedric Varcoe

933

Tarpari

932

Causes, Clubs & Concentrates

3687

Maintain Class ‘A’ Gallery


Lighting upgrade. With extra financial assistance from the Port Pirie Regional Council,
24 LED spot lamps were acquired to assist with air-conditioning efficiency and reduced
electricity consumption.



Attract ‘A Class’ touring exhibitions. Regular servicing and maintenance of the ‘A
Class’ climate control system to sustain the inclusion of touring exhibitions in our
Exhibition Program
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL TWO
Our community is engaged and has opportunities for involvement in the Gallery.
Objectives

Key Strategies

The community values the
Gallery

Actively promote the Gallery’s program and services to
ensure community awareness of its role and value
Promote and encourage participation in the volunteer
program

Create opportunities to
increase engagement in
gallery activities

Be involved in community events and activities
Create and implement a program of community activities
as part of the exhibition program
Build our membership
Increase the participation of gallery members
Annually conduct the Members exhibition

Promote the Gallery as a
community resource

Acknowledge and promote community art groups
and individual artists within the region
Build stronger relationships with regional schools
Provide art educational opportunities
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL TWO OUTCOMES
Promote and encourage participation in the volunteer program.
The Gallery continues to rely on the valuable contribution of volunteers to staff the Gallery on
a regular basis and provide that first point of contact for visitors. Eight volunteers are on a
weekly roster and six are on a casual or as needs basis. Three other volunteers gave us
their time for a short period. Two young volunteers that previously assisted in the Gallery for
work experience then volunteered between study commitments.
New volunteers recruited:
2015-16 : 4

(2014-15 : 2)
Our volunteers enjoy National Volunteer Week and End of
Year celebrations with morning tea

Be involved in community events.







Gallery Director, Guest Speaker at Port Pirie Ladies Probus
Rotary Club of Port Pirie (Ladies) social evening to view the ‘Gentle Arts’ and ‘Our
Members’ exhibition.
Member of the Public Art Selection Group, Port Pirie Regional Council
‘Illuminart’ artist workshops for Silo to Silo project. Results of the workshops were
shown at Port to Port trial projection on the Port Pirie Silos.
Aboriginal Learning Centre Opening at John Pirie Secondary School.
ABC Local North and West – Outside Broadcast in the Gallery

Create and implement a program of community activities as part of the exhibition
program.
Events:


Matthew Fagan Performance ‘Lord of the Strings’
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL TWO OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Create and implement a program of community activities as part of the exhibition
program.
Events:


Causes, Clubs and Concentrates Exhibition: Special after-hours events for Smelter
workers and their families.



Community group visits: Port Pirie National Trust



Tourism Events in the Visitor Information Centre. Gallery open for visitors 6pm-7pm.

Exhibition Openings:
Official openings were held for seven exhibitions during the year. Gallery partners, sponsors,
members, exhibition artists and supporters and also the media attended the openings. The
Gallery Director, the artists and special guest speakers provided background information
about the exhibition and the artworks on display.
They included:


The Collected Works of the Belalie Arts Society: Opened by Chair of the Belalie Arts
Society John Voumard



The 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial: Opened by Professor Kay Lawrence, Lecturer in
Textiles Department of Art Architecture and Design, Uni SA School of Art guest
speaker co-curator Cecelia Heffer, Senior Lecturer in Textiles at the University of
Technology Sydney,



Men of the Narrunga and Ngarridjeri: Cedric Varcoe: Opened by past PPRAG Director
and Country Arts SA Regional Cultural Development Officer Kirstie Jamieson




Tarpari: Opened by Barbara Daw, Aboriginal Health Team Leader, Port Pirie
Causes, Clubs and Concentrates: Port Pirie, its industry and forging of its future
Opened by former Mayor and local Historian Ken Madigan



Time after Time: Rocky River ‘Riters and Fibrespace: Opened by Ulanda De Villiers,
writer and artist



Healing Hearts and Minds: Janet Raleigh and Susanne Wegener. Opened by Jane
Doyle, Channel Seven News presenter and Co-Patron of the Mental Illness Fellowship
of SA
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL TWO OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Create and implement a program of community activities as part of the exhibition
program.
Artist Talks
In addition to the exhibition program, the Gallery provided opportunities for community
participation in an artist talk and workshops.


The Collected Works of the Belalie Arts Society: guest speaker artist, octogenarian
and founding member of the Belalie Arts Society, Helen Pammenter.



The 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial: inspired talk about some of the artist’s works and
the process of curating the exhibition by Cecelia Heffer, Senior Lecturer in Textiles,
University of Technology, Sydney




New Journeys: Damien Shen
Men of the Narrunga and Ngarridjeri: Cedric Varcoe



Time after Time: Rocky River ‘Riters and Fibrespace: Jonathan Hawkins-Clark



Healing Hearts and Minds: Janet Raleigh and Susanne Wegener.

Workshops:


Textile Workshop - Small Loom Weaving with Fibre Artist Tracy Henwood. 2nd
Tamworth Textile Triennial exhibition.



Healing Hearts and Minds Community Benefit SA. A successful grant of $4,570 for
Healing Hearts and Minds exhibition and workshops by Port Lincoln artists Susanne
Wegener and Janet Raleigh



Damien Shen Drawing Workshops



Cedric Varcoe painting and storytelling - Uniting Care Wesley Outreach clients



Matthew Fagan Guitar Workshop ‘Lord of the Strings’ performance
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL TWO OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Create and implement a program of community activities as part of the exhibition
program.
Build Our Membership
Membership Numbers :

30 June 2016: 92

(30 June 2015: 124)

During the 2015/16 financial year, a change was made to the due date for memberships,
aligning all memberships for renewal at the end of each financial year with reminders going
out in May of each year. This may have caused the actual membership to be less than in
other years whilst this transition took place. We hope to have all memberships renewed at
the same time each year and will see an increase in renewals and a more accurate report of
membership numbers in the future.

Annually conduct the Member’s Exhibition
Fifteen Gallery Members exhibited 44 art works in a variety of styles and mediums.

Promote the gallery as a community resource
Acknowledge and promote community art groups and individual artists with in the
region.
Community groups are supported by the Gallery. A valued tradition is ‘The Gentle Arts’
exhibition presented by the Guild Embroiderers’ of Port Pirie and Floral Art Group. Each
year Guild members work on projects to exhibit in the Gallery, maintaining traditional and
ancient skills to inspire new generations.
Two community art and writing groups from the region, the ‘Rocky River ‘Riters’ and
‘Fibrespace’ collaborated over three years inspired by a common theme. This cross
pollination of ideas culminated in the ‘Time after Time’ exhibition of words and art objects.
The Gallery has supported and encouraged many local artists. After many years developing
his art and exhibiting in group exhibitions, Cedric Varcoe had his first solo exhibition in the
Port Pire Regional Gallery.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL TWO OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Promote the gallery as a community resource
Acknowledge and promote community art groups and individual artists with in the
region.
Cedric has now exhibited in galleries nationwide as well as being represented by Better
World Arts where he has found a strong market for his work.
The Gallery continues to support the local Aboriginal artists in the Tarpari Exhibition which
goes from strength to strength and local artist Allen Sparrow, after showcasing his work in
the Gallery, led to him being selected to exhibit in the Festival Centre Art Space as part of
the ‘Our Mob’ exhibition in 2015.

Build stronger relationships with regional schools.
Local and regional schools are kept informed about the Exhibition Program and school
groups are invited to attend exhibitions and to access the educational resources that
accompany touring exhibitions.
•

Group exchange: 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial. Activity books were supplied as part
of the education pack designed for students as part of the exhibition

Students explored the traditional and non-traditional use of textiles in the visual arts. 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial.

Artist talks to school classes
•

Men of the Narrunga and Ngarridjeri, stories told through the brush: Cedric Varcoe:
Students from 2 Port Pirie and 3 regional schools were spellbound with stories of
Molyewongk and Waiyungari

School student numbers :
2015-16 : 639

(2014-15 : 502)
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL TWO OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Promote the gallery as a community resource
Provide art education opportunities
Work experience
•

Work experience student Chloe Olsen, John Pirie Secondary School assisted with
the 2nd Tamworth Textile Triennial exhibition changeover 18 – 22 October 2015,
participating in some way in all aspects of installing a contemporary touring exhibition
and working well with staff and volunteers.

Students have had a number of opportunities to participate in exhibitions at the Gallery.
•

Damien Shen - senior student drawing workshops. Damien Shen held two drawing
workshops for senior students from John Pirie Secondary School.
17 students created ‘skull’ drawings using new techniques and materials.

•

Healing Hearts and Minds - workshops for young people aged from 7 to 15+ with a
focus on girls and young women facing disconnection and trauma using multi-media
presentation to stimulate and provoke thought and discussion around the healing
journey.

•

Cedric Varcoe - Two school holiday workshops.
14 participants learned the meaning of symbols and stories of the Ngarridjeri and then
created their own symbols to tell their own story in a painting.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL THREE
Our partners and sponsors ensure the operation of the Gallery into the future.
Objectives

Key Strategies
Provide regular updates of the Gallery’s position
including success and challenges

Build and maintain sustainable
relationships with partners and
sponsors

Invite partners and sponsors to promote at exhibitions
and events
Develop and maintain open communication with partners
and sponsors

Grow our sponsorship from
groups, business and
organisations

Develop and implement a targeted sponsorship
approach
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL THREE OUTCOMES
Build and maintain sustainable relationships with partners and sponsors.
Partner and sponsorship funding
2015-16 : $187,520

(2014-15 : $147,291)

Funding Partners
Port Pirie Regional Council
•

$82,000 Funding agreement

•

$5,000 towards the cost of painting, floor repairs, window blinds
and/or signage, as identified by Gallery management.

•

$25,000 Arts and Cultural Grants Program funding

•

$25,000 Arts and Cultural Grants program of the Regional
Development Fund. This funding came from an approach to Hon
Geoff Brock informing him that the CASA funding contract would
cease at the end of the 2015/16 financial year. These funds are to
be used to sustain the organisation whilst the Board sources
alternative operating fund.

Country Arts SA

Arts SA

Major Sponsor
Nyrstar, Port Pirie Smelter
•

$10,000 includes one exhibition and related events plus all aligned
benefits for a platinum sponsor.

‘Causes, Clubs and Concentrates, Port Pirie and the forging of its future’ - 6 May – 19 June
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL THREE OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Build and maintain sustainable relationships with partners and sponsors.
In-Kind Sponsorship
In kind sponsorship is integral to the galleries successful marketing and publicity of the
exhibition program, everyday operations, gallery events and support for gallery staff,
volunteers and members. This support helps maintain and grow our public profile, develops
community interest and promotes gallery activities.

Southern Cross Television
•

Provides free TV airtime across all nine channels in our region for the
promotion of up to 6 events and exhibitions during the year. Value of
the TV Sponsorship to promote these events in excess of $30,000 per
year.

•

TV ads for the following exhibitions:


Damien Shen, New Journeys



Healing Hearts and Minds, Janet Raleigh and Susanne Wegener



Men of Narungga and Ngarrindjeri – Stories Told Through the
Brush Cedric Varcoe



Tarpari



Causes, Clubs and Concentrates, Port Pirie and forging it’s future.

Pisani Group
•

Provides services in financial management to the value of $950.

Automatic Print
•

Provides printing and design services $2,500.

Jan Pana Graphic Design
•

Graphic design services to the value of $2,500.
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Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery

GOAL THREE OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Build and maintain sustainable relationships with partners and sponsors.

In-Kind Sponsorship
The Picture Framers
• Offers 10% discount on framing materials and services to Gallery members

Belalie Wines
• Supplies local organic wine for events and exhibition openings

Exhibition Sponsors and Grants
Community Benefit SA
Project: Healing Hearts and Minds Exhibition and Workshops 11 December – 26 January
Funding Received:

$4,570

Aboriginal Benefits Foundation Grant
Project: Tarpari Exhibition - Unsuccessful
Many hours goes into grant applications with only a few projects supported. This is the
nature of competitive grant applications with submissions from organisations nationwide all
pitching for support.

Sponsor Benefits
•

Business advertising in the Gallery

•

Acknowledgment plaques displayed

•

Exposure to regional viewers state-wide through our television advertising campaign
thanks to Southern Cross Television.

•

Business name and logo on all Gallery publications, promotions and the official
website

•

Invitations to special events, gallery openings, etc

•

Acknowledgment of business at Gallery events

•

Use of the Gallery for their own special event, meeting or function

•

Loan of art work from our collection in their place of business or office
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GOAL THREE OUTCOMES (Cont’d)
Grow our sponsorship from groups, business and organisations.

Sponsorship approaches
Port Pirie Lifestyle Village

April 2016

Spencer Holden, Port Pirie

May 2016
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GOAL FOUR
Technology enhances the operation and promotion of the Gallery and its
services.
Objectives

Key Strategies
Maintain up to date web making software
Plan and allocate funds for technology upgrades

Keep up to date with media
and acquire appropriate
technology

Subscribe to appropriate new media communication
networks
Seek to increase and improve the Gallery’s profile on the
internet

GOAL FOUR OUTCOMES
A new laser printer purchased to improve the reliability, speed and quality of printed and
promotional documents, posters and flyers.
Continuing our profile on social media site ‘Facebook’ and posting events and activities on
the Regional Galleries Association of SA ‘Instagram’ account.
Maintaining an up to date website.
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GOAL FIVE
Support Professional Development
Objectives

Key Strategies
Attend relevant conferences and forums

Ensure staff can make the
best use of their skills and
knowledge, and acquire
necessary new skills
Support an active volunteer
group

Seek opportunities to undertake training
Participate in relevant networks and professional
development
Seek opportunities to undertake training

GOAL FIVE OUTCOMES
•

Regional Galleries Association of SA. The Gallery Director attends RGASA meetings
on a monthly basis at the Art Gallery of SA. Guest speakers including Art Gallery of
SA curators and staff and professionals from other arts organisations create
connections in the regional art scene and provide opportunities for information and
bench marking with other gallery directors and RGASA members.

•

New volunteers are trained in installation and de-installation of exhibitions, art work
handling and storage, work place safety and collating and recording processes for art
works and artists information. Desk volunteers acquire skills in money handling,
recording of statistics, gallery operations and meeting and greeting visitors.
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GOAL SIX
Exercise good corporate governance
Objectives

Sound planning to ensure
everyone knows what they
need to know

Transparent financial record
keeping
Collection conserved,
maintained and documented

Key Strategies
Finalise, implement and regularly review policies and
guidelines
Risk management plan is implemented and reviewed
regularly

Regular financial reporting
Regular condition reporting
Collection records are regularly updated

GOAL SIX OUTCOMES
Regular monthly meetings are held by the Board of Management keeping members
informed of gallery activities and in a position to make sound, responsible decisions on
Gallery issues.
An annual report is sent to the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profit Commission.
Action groups:
• Constitution Review
• Archiving – processing and assessing archive material
• Collection Management - reviewing and researching the provenance of the
Lawrence Daw works in the Gallery Collection
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EXHIBITION PROGRAM – 2015-16
THE COLLECTED WORKS OF THE BELALIE ARTS SOCIETY 17 July to 16 August
2015
Visitors – 904
This exhibition represented the significant collection of art works of the Jamestown Art Prize
including bequests, acquisitions and member’s contributions.
Jamestown’s Belalie Arts Society was formed in 1985 and the founding members’ objective
was to acquire a body of community owned artwork to display in public and commercial
buildings in Jamestown providing artists the opportunity to display their work and in the
strong farming and sport oriented community an opportunity to enjoy the diversity of the
visual arts. The society conducted the biennial acquisitive Jamestown Art Prize in 1988 and
the growing collection was the impetus in the development of the Belalie Art Gallery.
Supporting community galleries in the region!

Harry Sherwin, Saturday with Dave and the Dog

Jill Francis, The Road from Blinman to Wilpena Pound

THE 2ND TAMWORTH TEXTILE TRIENNIAL
October 2015

Jo Caddy, Still life with
Shells and Fish Plate

22 August to 5

Visitors – 1,650
Group Exchange – the second TTT follows a rich cultural heritage of textile practice and
excellence in Australia dating back to 1975. The Tamworth Regional Gallery and the City of
Tamworth host this key event which continues to gain regional and national significance and
is attracting international interest. Senior Lecturer in Textiles at the University of Technology
Sydney, Cecilia Heffer, was invited to be guest curator. Cecelia along with a panel of experts
including Robert Bell Senior Curator of Decorative Arts and Design, National Gallery of
Australia, selected twenty-two artists from around Australia. Coordinated by Pam Brown,
Exhibitions coordinator from the Tamworth Regional Gallery, the 2nd Tamworth Textile
Triennial presented the vibrancy of contemporary Australian textiles, exploring the forces
that drive our most innovative and accomplished practitioners. This touring exhibition
provided a wealth of ideas for engaging various ages and interest groups in our region.
Exposure to innovative touring exhibitions of this standard enhances and educates our
audience to understand and better appreciate art in all disciplines and interpretations.
Providing opportunities for arts education and exposure to new ideas!
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Penny Evans, Stranded
- detail

Anita Larkin, The Breath Between Us

TTT PPRAG 2015

GENTLE ARTS AND PPRAG MEMBERS’ EXHIBITION
2015

9 October to 25 November

Visitors - 968
Gentle Arts – Embroiderers Guild of Port Pirie

Vivienne Crisp Gallery

Ever popular, and always beautiful, this exhibition displayed the remarkable skills of this
highly talented group. A strong local tradition this exhibition will continue into the future. The
pieces on display included patchwork, delicate lace and fine point embroidery. Members of
the Guild attended the exhibition each day so that visitors could chat to them about their
work.

Members work - Embroiderers Guild of Port Pirie

Port Pirie Regional Gallery Members’ Exhibition

Flinders Gallery

The membership of Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery includes many talented local artists. This
was their opportunity to exhibit as a group – a diverse and inspiring exhibition.The exhibition
attracted 42 entries from 14 members for a very diverse and exciting exhibition.

Clan Rodda, War

Ulanda de Villiers, Lemon
and a dash of Blue
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NEW JOURNEYS

October 30 - 6 December 2015

Damien Shen
Visitors – 990
Damien Shen is a South Australian man of Ngarrindjeri and Chinese descent. As an artist
he draws on both of these powerful cultural influences to create works of intense personal
meaning. In using his artistic talent to share his story he aims to open the eyes of viewers
to new ways of seeing Australian identity and Aboriginal art.
His drawings reflect narrative and identity arrived at through the process of creation, erasure
and struggle.
Damien’s work is informed by a classical approach to portrait drawing with rigour, intensity
and liveliness. His work is dedicated to deeply honouring his subjects – to document the
characters and stories of his family, learn more about them and share his culture with gallery
visitors. This exhibition demonstrated the diversity in new indigenous art and a new way of
sharing stories of family and connection to country.

Damien Shen Self portrait Damien and Uncle Moogy Uncle Moogy with his portrait Uncle Chook

Grandma

Seeking new ways of expressing culture through art!
HEALING HEARTS AND MINDS
2016

11 December 2015 – 27 January

Susanne Wegener and Janet Raleigh
Visitors – 1036
Healing Hearts and Minds was a collaborative exhibition by sisters Janet Raleigh and
Susanne Wegener, sharing the value of people supporting each other through life’s
challenges. The exhibition comprised 36 wall hangings expressed as 12 x 3 large printed
vinyl hangings, storytelling personal emotions cycling from inner darkness into light. Each
group of three hangings feature a central heart image (the heart was sculpted and
photographed by Janet). The heart image was then interpreted by Susanne as she
expresses how the heart impacted on her through words and portraits.
The exhibition also included a series of 3d sculptures from Janet’s ‘Trashformations’ series
of gilded papier mache. These powerful sculptures challenge the viewer to look at their own
beliefs, self-acceptance, self-love and healing through the triggers evoked by the pieces.
Exploring the possibilities of healing through art and the art of making!
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He a l in g H ear ts a nd Mi nds ex h i b it i on w as m a de pos s i b le by C o m mu n ity B e ne f it S A

‘TIME AFTER TIME’

30 January – 21 February 2016

Rocky River ‘Riters’ in collaboration with Fibrepace
Visitors - 554
Based on three themes ‘Time After Time’ is the second collaboration between these two
groups. Déjà vu had the writer’s pieces sent to Fibrespace for these artists to choose from
to produce textile art pieces. Living in the Moment had Fibrespace produce pieces to which
Rocky River ‘Riters wrote their pieces. Beyond Time was a free for all where both groups
produced pieces to go with their interpretation of the title.
Merging creativity and exploration in the visual arts and the written word!

RELATIVE VIEWPOINTS
2016

26 February – 28 March

John and Pirie Martin
Visitors - 694
Two very different interpretations of
the Flinders Ranges, where
father and son present and compare
their own unique visions
of rugged outback locations.
Representing the colour, presence
and sheer grandeur of the landscape
through two very different mediums,
paintings and prints. Profound
evidence of the effect regional landscapes
have on visiting artists.
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The Collected Works Belalie Arts Society

nd

Group Exchange- 2 Tamworth textile Triennial

Healing hearts and Minds

MEN OF NARRUNGA AND NGARRINDJERI – Stories Told Through the Brush
Cedric Varcoe
TARPARI

Vivienne Crisp Gallery
Flinders Gallery

1 April – 1 May 2016
Visitors - 1865
MEN OF NARRUNGA AND NGARRINDJERI – Stories Told Through the Brush
Cedric Varcoe
This is exciting new work by Cedric was his first solo exhibition in the Port Pirie Regional Art Gallery.
Cedric Varcoe has a strong family connection to Raukkan and Point Pierce. His language group and
tribe is Narungga Ngarrindjeri. This exhibition is the result of an opportunity for professional
development through Better World Arts and Arts SA and demonstrates his unique talent for telling
the stories of the Narungga and the Ngarrindjeri through his brush.

TARPARI
In traditional and contemporary styles Aboriginal artists of the Mid North region of SA express
their stories, culture and connection to the land exhibiting paintings, coolamons, beads and
bracelets.
This inspired exhibition was in collaboration with the Tarpari Wellbeing Centre and Country Health
SA and the Aboriginal Heath Team coinciding with Tarpari Day 20 April. 2016
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Karen Williams

Mary-Anne Scrutton

Allen Sparrow

Annette Dodd

Supporting and creating opportunities for our local talent!

CAUSES, CLUBS AND CONCENTRATES: Port Pirie, its industry and forging of its
future
6 May – 19 June
Visitors - 3687
The second in a series of photographic exhibitions, expertly curated by Kirstie Jamieson,
relating the stories of Port Pirie and Nyrstar, the Port Pirie Smelter.
Extremely popular with locals and visitors the exhibition created associations, memories and
connected the past with the present, the transformation of the Smelter and the city as it
builds new stories for the future.

Creating awareness and pride in the art of telling our story!
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